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SUBJECT:

Developer Initiated Proposal – Residential Development
Adjacent Airport (JLKT Pty Ltd)

SUB GOAL 3.1

ECONOMIC GROWTH FOR LONG-TERM BENEFIT

1.0

2.0

BACKGROUND
1.1

Council at its meeting held on the 25th August 2008, resolved that a Special
Meeting be held as soon as possible to receive a detailed report relating to
the next steps in the Developer Initiated Proposal, involving adequate
protections for the Council in the future sale of land adjacent the Airport.

1.2

This meeting is also serving the requirements of the developer who quite
understandably is seeking a “Heads of Agreement” (conditional agreement as
a form of security over the land), in view of his financial commitment to
progressing the Developer Initiated Proposal.

1.3

Council at its meeting held on the 14th May 2008, resolved that the proposal
by JLKT Pty Ltd has merit; and that the proposal be advertised for community
consultation purposes as per “Step 3” of the process. (Following this step,
having received no substantial and valid objections, an independent valuation
of the land was undertaken. In the interim, the Developers have been
encouraged to proceed to formulate their detailed Development Application
for subsequent referral to the Development Assessment Commission (DAC),
as per Steps 7 & 8 of the process).

1.4

A valuation has been obtained and a copy of the valuation is attached for
Council’s consideration.

DISCUSSION
2.1

Given the valuation that has been undertaken, Council should now seriously
consider how to move forward from this point.
It is important that the process from here on, protects the Council and the
community in terms of the release and sale of the land and making sure of
course that the developer undertakes the residential development that is
expected of him.

2.2

It is important that Council appreciates the commitment and involvement of
the developer to this stage of the Developer Initiated Proposal process (Refer
copy attached).
Council has to date, requested the developer to proceed
with a formal development application, including a Social Impact Statement;
and through the Mayor’s Task Force, has been requested to financially
contribute towards DPA 2 (Westside).

2

In addition, as per Report REPA4673, it would be appropriate for the
developer to contribute to the preparation of the Structure Plan that relates
specifically to the Airport Land. The developer has agreed to this and has
already had preliminary discussions with Stephen Holmes.

3.0

2.3

Without some formal commitment from Council, the developer is at risk of
losing a considerable financial outlay made towards the processes outlined
above.
These costs at this early stage were not contemplated, and have
been brought forward as a result of the requirements by Planning SA to
prepare a Structure Plan for DPA2 (Westside).
In addition, it should be
understood that these costs will escalate even further as the developer
finalises the detailed development application that will be required by DAC.

2.4

The public consultation process as part of the Developer Initiated Proposal
process, as previously reported did not result in any significant objections.
The majority of the responses were in favour of the proposal. Business Port
Augusta has also supported Council in making sure Port Augusta is well
ahead of the imminent growth.

2.5

Just to alert Council at this early stage that it will be necessary, subject to
the rezoning, to severe the Airport Proper from the proposed residential
portion of the land. This cost would be met by the developer.

2.6

If this development proceeds, it would be necessary to upgrade the Shirley
Street extension. The cost of which could be negotiated with the developer.

2.7

This report is recommending a formal agreement between Council and the
developer. This agreement would need to be prepared under advisement of
Council’s Solicitors to enable security to JLKT Pty Ltd over the land, until
finalisation of DPA 2, at which time, Council will then enter into a specific Sale
and Purchase Contract for the land, with terms and conditions (e.g. staging
of development as per the Structure Plan, Land Management Agreement,
Development Approval etc).

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS
The cost of DPA 2 has been covered in another report.
Possibly part of cost of the upgrade of Shirley Street extension (this will be outside
the subject land but the developer will be prepared to negotiate on this matter.

4.0

RESPONSIBLE OFFICER/S
Lee Heron, A/Director – Governance & Economic Development

5.0

RECOMMENDATION
Council:
1.

Receives and notes the report (REPA4674) dated 1 September 2008,
submitted by the A/Director – Governance, Economic & Cultural Services,
concerning “Developer Initiated Proposal – Residential Development
Adjacent Airport (JLKT Pty Ltd)”
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2.

Enters into a conditional “Heads of Agreement” with JLKT Pty Ltd (subject to
rezoning of the land to residential), to provide appropriate security to the site
as the principal developer (*). Such Agreement to be prepared by Council’s
Solicitors.

3.

Advises JLKT Pty Ltd of the valuation of the ‘Airport land’; and that the
developer be further encouraged to progress with a detailed development
application (as per Council’s ‘developer initiated proposal’ process). Further,
that the developer is encouraged to maintain dialogue with Stephen Holmes
of Connor Homes Pty Ltd in progressing DPA 2 and associated infrastructure
and structure plans.

(*) Note:
This point will be emphasised with Council’s Solicitors that JLKT Pty Ltd will be the principal
developers. Council needs to be aware that as would be expected with a development of
this scale, it is very likely that the developer will be pursuing a ‘joint venture’ to ensure
additional expertise and resources in getting the project over the line. (For information,
attached is a recent letter from “SAS Global Property Group” which is a very reputable
development business in Western Australia. Members may wish to access this Company’s
website for further details).

LEE HERON
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